
Fruits of their Labor

I rarely take the time to go outside and smell the roses. On the other hand, Darrell spends hours a

week outside watering his garden, chasing butterflies with his camera, repotting his plants, and just

moving stuff around. You know we have bears in our neighborhood. Just two doors up, our friends

post pictures almost weekly of the “BearbNd “who sleeps nightly on the side of their house and some-

times into the midday hours seriously!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I CAN’T MAKE THIS STUFF UP!
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So, I have been staying inside!! Today I decided to sit quietly with Darrell before the bears came. I

watched the hummingbirds sip nectar from the flowers. I listened to the neighborhood kids at play,

gazed at the graceful butterflies in flight, looked at the rusted basketball hoop, Justin’s old GI Joe
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camouflage truck blending in the distant bushes, and then I saw the tree.

The peach tree with peaches ripe and ready to eat. Suddenly, it was reflection time. Years ago, when

we moved here, there was a beautiful crape myrtle tree adorning the planter just outside the window.

However, it was attracting way too many bees.

The Crape Myrtle
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One day, when Darrell was working, and Justin was watching from the truck, he said: “Dad, we need

to plant some food, trees that bear fruit so we can always have food and never go hungry.” So togeth-

er, they dug up the old tree and planted lemon and peach trees in its place.
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So, years later, we now have strawberries. Lemon, peach trees, and so many flowers and plants and

ornamental butterflies that our friends gift us to attack butterflies.
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Darrell’s garden is home to the birds, bees, flowers, and trees as the sun shines, and the moon lights

us and watches us from on high in their natural glory. And the trees are much taller and broader by far

than they were a few years ago. They have grown and stretched out like arms closing in for a big hug.
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THANK YOU MARY, JAY & MERLE & JEFF
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THANK YOU SUZANNE
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Today, I tried a recipe I found, “Peach Cobbler Cookies,” paying homage

to Darrell and Justin with their fruit from their labor and love.
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https://www.tasteofhome.com/recipes/peach-cobbler-cookies/ Recipe for Cookies

Darrell and Justin did most of the yard’s rock work, and Darrell made the metal arches and took

these pictures today. Home is what you make it…
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TODAY!
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PHOTOS BY Darrell Carr
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IN N OUT FAVORITE BURGER SPOT!
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MISS ALWAYS & LOVE FOREVER

2 THOUGHTS ON “THE FRUITS OF THEIR LABOR”

SEPTEMBER 7, 2021 AT 6:42 PM

A beautiful story in which I found myself sitting in the garden with you admiring what Justin has

inspired. The turquoise butterfly looks beautiful and I hope it attracts more butterflies rather

that startling them. Thank you for sharing this treasured summer moment.

❤

JUSTIN CARR WANTS WORLD PEACE

Anonymous
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SEPTEMBER 6, 2021 AT 7:41 PM

Continue to share your profound thoughts and love for JUSTIN, it’s so comforting

Nancy


